Utah Department of Health Tobacco Prevention and Control
Disparity Grant Conference Call 10/18/17
Question and Answer session
Question 1: Any restrictions on our organization already being a federal grantee applying for
the tobacco grant funding?
Answer: Yes, if you apply, your project for the tobacco grant will need to be a completely
different project than what your organization is currently receiving federal funds for.
Question 2: Our organization represents low-income populations in Utah, and can potentially
represent all the communities listed in the grant. Do we have to focus on all of them or just
one?
Answer: No, pick one group to focus on for the grant, (like low income) and monthly reporting
purposes.
Question 3: The goal of the grant is to reduce tobacco disparities, what does that process look
like?
Answer: It depends on the population you are looking to represent/ serve. Your organization
knows your population the best and how to reach them with this information. Feel free to be
creative.
The current groups that are funded have used creative ways to get their population involved in
the process of educating and providing resources.
Question 4: The grant requires a statewide reach, where can we explain our organizations
statewide reach?
Answer: Place the statewide reach explanation under the organizational capacity section in
your grant application. This information is found under Application Scoring within the grant
document.
Question 5: Do we have to reach all the counties in the state?
Answer: Yes, at some point during the grant you need to reach and work with all 13 counties in
the state.
Question 6: Do you have to re-apply every year of the grant?
Answer: No
Question 7: Any other information you can give me?
Answer: Read the grant, it will be your best guide when applying
Question 8: Do you know how many people are applying?
Answer: Will not know until grants are due in

